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GAS SERVICES INFORMATION BILL 2011 

Second Reading 

Resumed from 30 November 2011. 

HON KATE DOUST (South Metropolitan — Deputy Leader of the Opposition) [7.31 pm]: Prior to 

resuming, I was being given driving instructions from the government about whether it wants a long speech or a 

short speech, but I missed the direction.  

Hon Norman Moore: I think a middle-sized speech would be really nice!  

Hon KATE DOUST: I can give the short one or the long one—which one would the government like?  

Hon Sue Ellery: About 15 minutes would do it.  

Hon Ken Travers: As we always do, concise and to the point!  

Hon Norman Moore: After yesterday!  

Hon KATE DOUST: I made some very valid points in that debate last night.  

Hon Norman Moore: I know; it just was not concise and to the point! It was a very good speech. 

Hon KATE DOUST: It was concise and it was to the point. I can revisit that, if the Leader of the House likes, 

and include it in this one.  

Hon Ken Travers: A most helpful opposition!  

Hon KATE DOUST: I know I am helping them. Anyway, if my colleague will allow me to have the voice —  

Hon Peter Collier: I am listening!  

Hon KATE DOUST: Thank you.  

We will support the Gas Services Information Bill 2011. This is a very important bill. It is one that the 

opposition has been waiting for the government to introduce for quite some time. I was very pleased to have a 

detailed briefing provided by the Office of Energy a couple of weeks ago. Some of the background to this bill 

harks back to a couple of significant issues that occurred in this state; one of which, of course, was the Varanus 

Island incident. There was another gas incident about 12 months ago. I note the recommendations to establish the 

gas bulletin board and to have a gas statement of opportunities. Those recommendations arose from the Gas 

Supply and Emergency Management Committee in 2009, and also as a result of recommendations from the 

Economics and Industry Standing Committee inquiry into domestic gas prices, contained in its report tabled last 

year. I will come back and revisit that report in a moment.  

There have been a number of issues and quite a deal of interest in establishing the bulletin board and the 

statement of opportunities—something akin to what is already operating in the electricity market. This 

legislation will enable the government to establish the gas bulletin board and to allow for an annual release of the 

statement of opportunities. I ask the minister to clarify whether there will actually be an annual report or whether 

it will be every 18 months to two years. I was not really too sure about that when I received my briefing from the 

Office of Energy. These arrangements will be similar to those that already exist with the wholesale electricity 

market and will hopefully lead to improving the transparency and availability of information for the market as 

well. Some have regarded the gas industry as being slightly opaque when it comes to extracting information 

about availability and pricing.  

The bill also establishes capacity to set up regulations and to develop rules around the sector. I was pleased to 

see that the independent market operator has been given the task of establishing and managing the gas bulletin 

board and also responsibility for the production of the gas statement of opportunities. I think that Allen Dawson 

and his team at the Independent Market Operator have done a very good job during the more than five years that 

the IMO has been operating. The minister and I attended the IMO’s fifth birthday party at Kings Park late last 

year. It is appropriate to give the IMO this additional workload. I understand from the briefing on the Gas 

Services Information Bill—the minister might correct me—that it will cost about $2 million a year to run this 

program and that most of the software will be similar to that which is currently used by the national gas bulletin 

board. It makes perfect sense that the IMO does not want to reinvent the wheel but wants to use what is currently 

being used to get it up and running. I note that there is a degree of urgency to get this bill through. 

I am told that the IMO is very keen to get this legislation through so that everything can be up and operating by 1 

July, from memory. Is that the correct time frame, minister? 

Hon Peter Collier: That would be nice. 
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Hon KATE DOUST: That is why I was pleased to encourage bringing this bill forward rather than waiting until 

late March, because the industry is very keen for it to get up and running. 

There has been extensive consultation with industry and all the other stakeholders. It is clear in the explanatory 

memorandum and the bill that the IMO will be the operator of the gas bulletin board and have the ability to 

compel gas market participants to provide information to the gas bulletin board. For the purposes of this 

legislation, the participants are deemed to be producers, transmission pipeline operators, storage providers, 

shippers and major end users. At the very end of last year I attended an Australian Petroleum Production and 

Exploration Association Ltd function at which Hon Norman Moore spoke. I talked to a woman who represented 

small pipeline operators from the eastern states and she expressed concern on behalf of her members about what 

it would cost them to participate in the gas bulletin board. I thought that it might be useful if the minister could 

explain to the house whether there will be any disadvantages to some pipeline operators, depending on their size. 

That was an issue that came up at the function and I thought it was worth finding out whether there will be issues 

of equity and how access and engagement with the process is determined. 

The bill seeks to comply or work with aspects of the national gas access law in relation to how information is 

gathered and protected. As members would expect, the producers and operators in this industry want to hold 

their own company information very tightly to their chest and would probably claim commercial confidentiality 

about their operations. I imagine it would be a very interesting task for the IMO to gather that information and 

make sure that it is protected so that the various business interests are catered to. Under the national gas access 

law, the bill will ensure immunity to protect the IMO as an operator, and also the participants, when they provide 

information, and it enables the IMO to establish rules. I have talked to the IMO in the past about the rules. I am 

not too sure how this will work for the gas bulletin board, but in the electricity market there seem to be constant 

changes and updates to the rules and it seems to be a never-ending process that requires a great deal of 

consultation. I imagine that this bill will also set up a similar process in Western Australia. 

I do not have a lot more to say on this. This bill will provide some very important and significant changes to the 

way in which gas is managed in the Western Australian market. I understand that WA is one of the biggest gas 

consumers in the country. As we know, we have great opportunities with gas exploration into the future, so it is 

very important to have this type of mechanism in place, because it not only enables us to have transparency in 

managing the scheme and gathering information, but also assists with planning and making decisions for future 

investment in this state, and that will enable companies to decide how they want to manage their business in this 

state. Hopefully, the long-term product will then flow on as a benefit to consumers in that they will be able to get 

a fairer and better price for the gas that they can access in this state. 

I think that this has been a fairly positive decision on the part of the government. I know that it has taken a 

couple of years to get there, but this is something that the opposition has always supported, and we have been 

reasonably public in our views about the need to have a gas bulletin board. We all saw the disastrous outcome in 

that period when the Varanus Island incident occurred and the negative impact upon businesses in this state. I am 

sure that no-one would want to see that again. I know that at that time, because of the tightness of access to gas 

supply, there was some suggestion that there was some price gouging and that some businesses were paying 

outrageous prices for gas, and I am sure that we do not want to see that happen again. Having this type of facility 

in place will hopefully alleviate those sorts of problems.  

This is probably the short speech. I could have got up and said that we support this legislation in policy and in 

detail, but I feel that I probably needed to say a bit more than that. For any members who would like to get more 

information, a very excellent briefing document came out of the Office of Energy. Given that this legislation 

should be up and going in July, I note that the Independent Market Operator will probably need to seek 

additional funds over time. The minister might advise us of what those additional funds may be and what sorts of 

things they will be used for, other than, I imagine, software. 

There are some questions around the establishment of the gas bulletin board and the development of the gas 

statement of opportunities. With the current structure of the IMO, does it involve bringing in new, additional 

staff with the appropriate expertise in this industry, or will the IMO simply manage this additional workload with 

the staffing structure it has currently? I think those are important questions because I imagine the work the IMO 

does with the energy market is substantial as it is, and I know it has some highly qualified people managing that. 

I think that would be useful information to have. However, as I said earlier, I believe this is a positive step 

forward and one that we will watch with great interest. It will certainly enable the industry in this state to use the 

information that is available on a daily basis when companies make decisions about how they will run their 

businesses. 

I note the comment in the briefing note about the possibility of providing a voluntary facility for introducing 

short-term offers to sell and buy gas—commodity and transport—something akin to that which exists in the 

electricity market. When I had my briefing I highlighted this because, as I understand it, the government has not 
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yet made a decision about whether it will move forward on that matter. So is the minister in the process of 

making a decision to enable that short-term market arrangement to be put in place or might that be looked at at a 

later stage; and, if not now, why not?  

The idea that the Independent Market Operator, with its expertise, develops a gas statement of opportunities is 

very sensible. Over the past couple of years I have had the opportunity to look at the documents it has put 

forward. It always produces very detailed information and high quality analysis and I am sure that that will be 

replicated in its work on gas as well.  

This bill is a good move on the part of government, it is a good move for the gas industry in Western Australia 

and hopefully it will also be a good move for gas consumers in the state. The opposition is very pleased to 

support this bill and we look forward to its swift passage through both houses.  

HON ROBIN CHAPPLE (Mining and Pastoral) [7.46 pm]: I would like to thank the Minister for Energy and 

his department for giving us a very detailed and long briefing on 31 January this year. We were able to range 

quite widely over what is being proposed and what has caused the issues, and ask some questions about the 

future of energy in this area in Western Australia. The reasons for this gas bulletin board quite clearly stem from 

the Varanus Island incident. We have subsequently had gas shortages as a result of cyclone Carlos and before 

then we also had the North West Shelf shutdown. There was clearly a need to have some process whereby gas 

suppliers, the government and the pipeline industry could identify where the surpluses were and be able to 

augment supply quite quickly. Obviously in June 2008 we had the Varanus Island explosion. As a result of that, 

a temporary bulletin board was established from July to October 2008. There have been some inquiries into what 

went on.  

I would like to touch on one of the issues pertaining to gas development in Western Australia as it relates to 

engineering design. One of the things that we have done in this state—it is not a government issue; it is an 

industry issue—is build a number of trains close together. For those who do not understand what a train is, it is 

the processing structure that occurs when gas is brought ashore and then taken through its processing to either 

move it into the domestic market or export it. One of the problems that we have had is that gas systems have 

been built too close to one another. Maybe we would not have had quite the problem with Varanus if the trains 

and the pipelines that exited those trains had not been quite so close together. One took out two and instead of 

being able to keep half the plant going, there was a complete shutdown. The design of plants, most probably 

from an engineering perspective, needs a bit of review into the future. I have always expressed that concern. This 

will obviously lead to better emergency management of gas supply.  

It is very clear that the nature of the market did not allow for the exchange of information that was necessary 

when we had a crisis. That is what the gas bulletin board will do. Some of the transactions post the Varanus 

Island incident have been facilitated by this almost voluntary bulletin board that has been operating that put 

buyers and sellers together to understand where gas is available. This allows for the unders and overs to be 

traded. There is enough of this to be traded because the demand is very seasonal and it goes up and down daily 

depending on energy consumption within the state. The unders and overs might be only about 10 per cent of the 

market but it is still quite significant and it needs to be used profitably by both sellers and buyers. As I said, once 

the gas comes from the well, it goes through the processing plants and then goes to either LNG or domestic gas 

production. The purpose of this bill is to ensure that when one well goes down or a train goes down, we have a 

mechanism under the control of government and the Independent Market Operator to quickly address the issue 

and open up a trading market to deal with that. The problem with the Varanus issue was that it became very 

difficult for government to access that commercial information.  

This bill looks at the whole issue of the use of the Dampier to Bunbury pipeline. For those who need to 

understand this process, the Dampier to Bunbury pipeline is not only a transmission line, but also a storage 

vessel and as such needs to maintain significant pressure all the time to allow for future peak demand. When the 

pressure gets too low, the jets in the gas turbine do not have the pressure to provide the activity in the turbine that 

is required. This all fits into that whole process. The IMO is already looking after other forms of electricity, so 

this brings this whole issue back into the realm of the IMO, and it will operate the gas bulletin board.  

We require somewhere in the region of 1 000 terajoules a day of energy from gas. The North West Shelf 

provides some 700 terajoules of that. As those reserves are depleted, new suppliers need to be brought on to 

replace that slice of the market before there is any growth. The agreement for domestic gas from Gorgon has 

recently been signed off. As the gas market expands and one level depletes, we need to be assured of where we 

will get gas in the future. I am reminded of some comments made to the Standing Committee on Estimates and 

Financial Operations by Synergy that until the signing of the Gorgon domestic gas agreement, it was having 

serious concerns for the provision of energy beyond about 2015 from gas reserves. We need to know what we 

will be doing with energy over the next 20 years and in that regard we need to understand that our gas is 

relatively finite; we do not have very much on a global level. We now have about 11.3 per cent of the global gas 
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supply. A lot of that goes offshore. It has been argued quite stridently by the DomGas Alliance that we need to 

be making real investment into the future to make sure that gas is available to us as Western Australians and not 

just for export. Obviously, above and beyond what we are talking about here, as we have significant reliance on 

gas, we need to ensure that strategies are in place for energy beyond a reliance on gas.  

The briefing went through a number of issues and I will touch on a few of those. This legislation is obviously 

forming part of the government’s strategic energy initiative. I hope—I have mentioned this to the minister 

before—that we do not put all our eggs in one basket. It was clearly presented to us that should the modelling 

show that gas is diminishing, we have a significant amount of coal as an energy source that we can go back to. 

As members can imagine, I am not particularly in favour of having too much more material coming from either 

gas or coal in terms of climate change and CO2 emissions. But I am not blind to the fact that we do need a very 

well-structured gas marketing arrangement. The gas bulletin board’s website will have a private access area for 

the industry to enable it to trade, but other elements of the gas bulletin board will be public. I think that is 

another good aspect. The public will be informed to a reasonable degree about the availability of energy supply, 

but it will not be privy to the negotiations between energy suppliers and their consumers in the private access 

area of the bulletin board.  

The regulations have still to be developed, but it is my understanding from the briefings that the regulations are 

being drafted at the moment and will be ready quite soon. It would be useful if the minister could give me some 

information pertaining to that. Obviously, the Independent Market Operator regulations will be amended to 

reflect the broadening of its powers. The regulations will specify the information and processes required for the 

gas bulletin board, and the gas statement of opportunities will have to be tabled by the minister at some stage. I 

have been told that the time line is somewhere between April and May, with the IMO operating, hopefully, from 

1 July.  

As to the funding, we understand that approximately $350 000 will be provided to the IMO to facilitate the 

development of its role. The IMO will seek a Treasury loan, and the repayments will be made over a three-year 

period. Most of the costs will be in the development of the associated information technology systems, and 

purchasing the rights to the systems used by the Australian Energy Market Operator, which is the national model 

on which this has been based. Ongoing costs will be met by gas marketing participants, and those costs will be, 

again, spread over three years. It would be useful if the minster could put on the public record a good 

explanation of how the finances will be worked out. There has been quite wide consultation, and the economic 

regulator will determine the allowable revenue of the IMO; there are some issues in that area that will develop 

over time.  

Part of the broader discussion we had with the department was around energy supplies in Western Australia. It 

will be interesting to see how the future of gas plays out. Although, obviously, it is still a major contributor to 

CO2 emissions, it has a very important role in providing the balance of energy to wind, solar, geothermal and 

landfill gas. A value of modern gas turbines is that they can be managed in a very critical sense. They can be 

turned up and down without the plant being damaged; that cannot be said of coal-fired power stations. The big 

problem with winding back a coal-fired power station is that inefficient burn is created and the plant can actually 

be damaged. In the main, coal-fired power stations need to be working at 100 per cent to provide efficiencies of 

scale. I understand that some of the new Pratt and Whitney gas turbines on the market can be brought from an 

absolute standstill to full power within 30 seconds and have that power flowing into the grid; gas can be used as 

an incredible balancing mechanism. As I say, it is a transition to help renewables get into the market. We 

discussed a number of the other solar initiatives such as the small solar tower that was going in at Perenjori and a 

few other issues.  

This bill has to be seen, certainly from the point of view of gas, as providing surety to the Western Australian 

community, surety to the energy providers and surety to the energy purchasers. By putting it through the 

Independent Market Operator, hopefully we will have a really public process in which the public can be assured 

that we will not experience the past issues associated with gas supply. 

With that, the Greens will obviously be supporting the bill, but we would hope that this is not seen as some sort 

of panacea for the energy markets of the future, because gas is in limited supply, it is finite and there is a great 

desire internationally to consume our gas. I hope that the domestic market will structure itself to ensure that our 

gas to a large degree can go on into the future and provide us with energy rather than being sold overseas. 

HON MAX TRENORDEN (Agricultural) [8.01 pm]: The National Party also supports the bill. Before I make 

a few comments on the bill, I would like to thank the minister for graciously receiving several people I have 

taken to see him over this issue and also for the briefing on the bill that I and my colleagues received from his 

officers. I have some notes here with me, and I will quickly talk about a few of them. There is no point in 

repeating everything that has been said before. The point of the bill is to improve the transparency and 

availability of near-term gas supply and marketing information, as well as providing long-term forecast to 
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encourage private investment in the sector. I am aware that two private companies are now selling this gas in the 

market, which is a great outcome. As has already been said, this is not a large market; nevertheless, two 

operators out there in the market will be able to take the oversupply and sell it to people who have a need. 

There has been talk about the 2008 disruption, so I will not talk about that. Several committees of this parliament 

have worked on this issue, and their work should be recognised. Key parts of the bill are the establishment of a 

framework for regulation and rules that give detailed design of the gas bulletin board; the gas statement of 

opportunities; and the protections of the gas market participants in relation to information requirements and 

confidentiality. I will not refer to all of these parts. We have had enough speeches in this place and we need to 

move on to more important things such as the bill on local government. I can see the minister sitting beside the 

Minister for Energy chafing to speak on that bill. The point, though, is that there is a mechanism in this bill in 

which information can be supplied to a bulletin board. People who supply that information can do so with the 

security of legislation that protects them from being sued, and there are other matters that go to the operation of 

the bulletin board. I congratulate the minister on the bill. It will be a boon to the people of Western Australia. 

HON PETER COLLIER (North Metropolitan — Minister for Energy) [8.04 pm]: in reply — What a great 

night! We all have warm and fuzzy feelings. We are all agreeing on a bill, which is wonderful. For the first time 

for a long time we have a good news story on the energy sector, which is fantastic. 

Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich: You haven’t got any good news on the training sector, that’s for sure!  

Hon PETER COLLIER: The member was being so good up to now. What happened? 

Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich: A thousand apprentices down! 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT (Hon Brian Ellis): Order, members! We were going so well, too. 

Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich: I’m sorry, Mr Chair. 

Hon PETER COLLIER: Hon Ljiljanna Ravlich, you had your lemons for dinner, didn’t you? 

The DEPUTY PRESIDENT: The Minister for Energy. 

Hon PETER COLLIER: Thank you, Mr Deputy President. 

I thank Hon Kate Doust, Hon Robin Chapple and Hon Max Trenorden for their indications of support for this 

bill. It is a terrific bill. I think we are all in agreement. What we will have as a result of this bill is a much more 

dynamic, contemporary energy sector. Our vulnerabilities in the energy sector were never more prevalent or 

more on public view than as a result of the Varanus Island explosion. As I said, it exposed our vulnerabilities in 

terms of gas supply and long-term gas viability. The gas sector will become much more contemporary and 

dynamic as a result of this bill. It emanated from the Gas Supply and Emergency Management Committee and 

that process was supplemented and supported by the recommendations from the Economics and Industry 

Standing Committee report into domestic gas prices. That report made some recommendations about the 

establishment of a permanent bulletin board and a statement of opportunities. The Gas Supply and Emergency 

Management Committee also recommended the establishment of a gas storage facility. The government has been 

proactive and in a short space of time we will have a gas storage facility at Mondara. Also sought was a much 

more formal approach towards the management structure of gas outreach, and we have provided that. After 

tonight when the members of the Legislative Assembly return and the bill moves through the other place, we will 

have final recommendations about the bulletin board and the statement of opportunities. We are all very 

cognisant of the fact and I am very much appreciative of the support we got from the house for the way forward 

with regard to the gas industry in Western Australia. 

I will go through a couple of questions asked by various members. In answer to Hon Kate Doust’s question: yes, 

it is an annual report from the gas statement of opportunities. We would certainly hope that there would not be 

disadvantage for pipeline owners from that perspective. We do not have any detailed costings about the 

individual participants or companies at this stage. The Office of Energy is in contact with the Independent 

Market Operator and is working with it on further industry engagement on this process. That will be done in 

unison and in concert with the Gas Advisory Board, which will help with this engagement. The cost is 

$3 million; that is, current online funding through Treasury, which will be recouped over time through the 

process from industry participants. We are looking at the short-term spot market. We will monitor the current 

processing in Western Australia and a similar system on the east coast, and there is a likelihood that it may 

occur.  

Hon Robin Chapple asked about the regulations. They are about 70 per cent complete; they are being completed 

as we speak and should be ready for tabling in June, which I of course will do.  

Having said all of that, I will not take up any more of the house’s time. I say once again that I very much 

appreciate the support I have received from all parties and I look forward to the formal establishment of a gas 
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bulletin board and statement of opportunities that will provide for, as I have said, a more dynamic and 

transparent gas market in Western Australia. I commend the bill to the house. 

Question put and passed. 

Bill read a second time. 

Leave granted to proceed forthwith to third reading. 

Third Reading 

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Peter Collier (Minister for Energy), and transmitted to the Assembly. 

 


